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INTRODUCTI ON

'Punishment and Compensation' under the Kenyan Penal
system is the subject of this paper. The aim is to try and
find out how far the penal system punishes the convict so as
to compensate the crime or otherwise provides for compensation
for the victim, why should we punish? This question will be
answered by refering to sociological treatment of pur~shment.
This will be dealt with in chapter one. Reference will also
be made to customary modes of punishment and compensation.
This will be dealt ,nth in chapter two. It will be observed
that under customary law, the aim of punishment was to restore
the disturbed social equilibrium, by payment of compensation
to the injured person, group or clan.

Chapter three will deal ,nth punishment and compensation
under the Penal Code, Criminal Procedure Code and Civil
_roce~ure _ct and Rules respectively. A critique ,nIl be
offered a~ain t thene relevant provisions of the penal system.
It will be observe that the s stem has outlined it's purpose.
It is outdated and does not serve the needs of our people. In
chapter four, recommendations will be made, in particular
regarding the reform of the existing law.

Beiore we go into the main subject, it is necessary to
look at the legal basis of application of these penal laws
in Kenya.

Kenya was declared a Protectorate in~. Two years
Inter, the 1897 Order - in - Council was nacted which
provided the Constitutional theory and legal basis of the
application of the common law system in Kenya. It is the
most significant piece of legislation. It is through it that
the l!.,nglishlegal philosphy or juriprudence dominant in Kenya
du ing the colonial and post - colonial period was int oduced.
It also introduced new institutions called courts.
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new institution to compete with the old institution had
come Civil and Criminal wrongs were distinguished whGreas
under custooary law, all laws were civil wrongs that could
be settled by payment of compensation to the injured person
to . e ress the wro done.

y the ~avive Courts Regulations of 1897, made under the
1897 order in - Council, Native Courts which were manned by
the }~rop ans were to apply the Indian Penal Code. By Article
1 (a) nd 12 of the said Ordor - In ~ Council the €ommon and

tatute law of ~ land \vas to apply wherever there was a gap
in th enyan laws. By Art 6 of the 1897 Order - in - Council,
a h court was established which was mainly a political
court.

~ 1 97 'ative ourts Regulations made it clear that
all of icers of the court had to be uropeans and to be

ded y Indian Civil Procedure Code and In ian erin.ina
P ed r Cod. T s a ro ded by Articles 2 (a) an 3 of
t s id rde - ounci1. These Codes were used as

cap n of op;ressing tLose who hesisted foreign domination.

This was the position until 1902 when the 1902 Order - in -
Council repeated the 1897 Crder - in Council but expressly
provided that where no provisions were made to cover a thing ,

he 892 Order in- ouncil 70ul apply. Under .lrticl s
15(1) of ~he JO? Order - in - Council, a HiCh Court was
established ,nth full jurisdiction, Criminal and Civil over

11 s j ct and over all matters in East Africa.' Article
1 stablivhed subor inate Courts. This remained so until
1907 when another Order - in - Council was promulgated.

By the 1907 Crder - in - Council only one Hi h Court
dt only one line of subordinate Courts was established.
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Section 14 of the said Order - in - Council provided that
all the courts were to follow the principles of procedure laid
down in the Civil and Criminal Procedure Codes "So far as
the same may be applicable and sui table."

By section 13, a subordinate court of first class was
to exercise supervision but not unduly interfere with the
procedure, orders in punishments of any tribunal authority
within it's jurisdiction except where these procedural orders
or punishment were contrary to Justice or morality or any
written laws in force in the Protectorate. This is a
reflection of the moral relativism of the philosophy of
Imperialism and free enterprise. This is basically the court
structure that remained in force until 1930.

Under the 1931 courts ordir..ance,sec't.ion 12 provided
that the procedure to be followed was that contained in
CiviI Procedure Ordinance and Criminal Procedure Code "30
far as the same may be applicable and suitable". This
remained so until 1957, when the native Tribunal Ordinance
of that year replaced the 1930 native Tribunal Ordinance.

The chief aim of the 1957 ordinance, was to give legal
effect to modernisation of native courts which took the form
of making African Tribunals resemble English type of courts
and by ordinance number 65 ot 1957, Section 4(1), to carry
on the process of civilization by a gradual application of
the doctrine of seperation of powers to Africans which would
result in less control of these courts by the Executive. rhe
African High Court called the African Court of Review was
established, which was principally a civil court.
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This court structure remained until 1967, when, by the
Judicature Act number 16 of 1967 (no~Cap 8 Laws of Kenya)

i\

and 11agistrate's court Act number 17 of 1967 (non cap 10
Laws of Kenya), the so called integration of courts took
place. court structure came into existence which is the
one we still have today.

Against this background of criminal law being applied
from prior to 1895 and 1897 up to the present, the following
chapters deal more especially with the question of punishment
and compensation under the Kenyan Law.
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01:1~FTER ONE

3 or OLm! CAL ~REATI. ~1 r C-l~ PU:l'IT SH\IENT.

In t:-.J.s paper, I will attempt to answer the ques t.i on
" _ 0 Vlhdt C"O'nTentif any docs the puni s lent irn oced en the
accused ,erson compensate the victim of the crime?
I be~in with a brief look at the various conc0pts of
punis imen t which dorrinate LeraL and. sociological tL.ouc;ht
in ' c fi eLd, ..! irst, as woth all ouch conc ept s , it .Jr ...,...ents
Cv"~1<v
e ~,..,~. eth ocentVic features w~ich characterise its
me'&~l~ in -n Ilsh an~ in tlere~ore di~~cult to tr.nalate
e&si~y, into other lanauaryes and idioms. ~ G ord' as
ce vez-aI ueani nge \' ich must be es tabLi.uhed aeuarrtd cal Iy and
..,ociolo[icall;)r . eiore I proceed to look at nuni ahn.ent as an ')

The ba~i~ leanin~ o~ the ~or puni ~ cnt in :ish is
derived initially =roc latin tpunivet (to punish is to
cause an of_ender to suf~er for a.n of;~nce. ..L:~ewoz-d
compensation has severa L meanings and for the nur'pose 'of this
paper, I tni.nk the mo.s t ppz-cpr-Lat e ua a ling is to tindemnii'y'
in other woz-ds to wake payment in recompense of an
invasion of rights with the consent of the person or persons
r ce.ivi ng it In law or from soct oLogi caL understanding
the complexity of the term punishment becomes apparQnt.

I no'." procee to look at it from acc i oChoi ca l, point of
view. :-uniohment ahou L first be s ven as an aspect of
s oc La L control. I quote Karlson on this aspect
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••• :.very society has a defini te purpose to achi, eve.
\.nydeviant behaviour which interferes with the
achievement of the real task of the society must be
controlled. ~eviant bahaviour disturbes tle
cquillibrium of the elements which go to make up the
society... Deviant behaviour frustrates effective
role pez-f'ormance in common task and z-eacni.nz it's
comrnonhoal. «hen such behaviour occurs, a certain
anount of enerey must be diverted to it's control in
order to restore the ori~inal equillibrium.
Amon) s~veral ways of maintaining social control is
by fixed \J'TS 0-'" .JEci'llpunt ehmcnts,

Together with t; e asj-ec t o f soc.i aL con troL is the r-e L ted
idea 0:' coct aL sanctions. I quote adcLtf'f - Brown's lucid
statcnent en the latter:

( 2) In any communi ty, there are cc rtai.nmo AS of
behaviour whi.ch are u..sua L arid \' ich chaz-ac nerdse
that particular coruunitv. uch modes cf behaviour
D~ be called us ;es•. 11 cial usa es have
behind them the autihor-ity of the society but
a~ona them; orneare sunctioned and others are
not. A sunction is a r~action on the ;art of the
society or a considerable number of it's members
to a mode of b haviour which is thereby ap~roved
(:evative sunctions); 3unctions my further be
distin uished according to whether they are diffuse
or organized; the former are spontaneous expressions
of approval by members of the co~municy acting as
indi viduals while the latter are social sunctions
carried out according to some traditional and
recoenized procedure. It is a sienific2nt fact
that in all hlli1ansocieties, the Ne~ative sunctions
are more definite th the positive sunctions.
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I t is clear that the can cpt of unishrncnt is c1 ..•e to the
r .j..' rIal.' oept of n •.. +' e s nc "ions , ..adcliff,v ) .•
, r't1 r a nts s: hat in e e ci e r he "t''1C1;' or e , the"oc r r coa . lit r r -Ili ze the rinciple a· ct n enaa t.i on ,

.ottes

( 3) T e varia
!".BC' • nery a
c r ied 0 t

forms of u ctions a ...ti+t t ~
social control ••• ouch sunc t.i ens are

"ives T

r.cra1ly throu.....h it's
d i h"'s n e been

by ~ C 017~ uru t",

bey are ...ed u.on the -en ral principle
~on 0 u, su~,o injury is entitled to

an~ ~~at ouch satio a ·:or . oul~ be
ropo ",ie 4~ to "..1 0. tent c. :njnry.
...ch Jroce ure con iJts o~ acts 0:
y :' c. i t socf.a Ll.y a red,

ioited acts : rove e.
pIe a ~i__(.rent race ur s acknodleO'ed

, on oays t'at in
, proce ur s ~n anni 'ica"'icnare

i use uncticns o: public opinion whi ch
o pe.i,aan, n i 'to Lnd e ni y one zhoa i 1 ts .18 re been

in~ringed. In son ooc~eties, t ere arc recoGrized rights of
an injur d p roons to 'nde '~y himo 1_ by fo~ciblc sei~ure
of~: property f ...he ofrender. ,hen so iety is politically
cr~an~red, proc d os of retaliation and inde 'Lication ive
place J..o).le~1 aunc tdons backe by •..he powcz of Judicial

Iautheri tics to inflict punishment. 1.1 ua arises civil 1 w by
. nch a per-son who has suffered an ir.fringI"lnt 0 r1} ts y
obt n re ration or restitution from the person re ori~ible.

i

on
in

e

co ro 1e
.cdc H s
y ...•.i""-rcnt ..•oci t
_\:;...•.i ter..,tc a i "i

cu. i ut una.er

"i!'A :0-
f..1NIV~ G'" v r:, .

I
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Radcliff's concepts of punishment and compensation are
Lodified and frObably improved versions of the classic
statement of 4)Durkheim. In 's concepts of pur~s ~ent, he
vi wed e empi . cal facts of 'p ~lli1L.r:.t'r.ct s he wanted
to see them, but as he thought they actually existed, as a
'.)ocial ~"'ecesnity' in al social systems. To him, law or the
_iralised ra.ge o~ social sunctions mostly operated to
,....eprcduce' the princi le f'orrns 0 'Social solidari ty , but he
~iJcu3sed mainly '~e~ative' sunctions in ~articulnr the
characteristic of what he called 'penal sunctions' •
./..or him these ne=a tf ve sunctions are or t 10 kinds:

JO e on i t r t least a ~oss inflicted
on .h c nt , ....heyiak emand s on his .LorJ~uneor en his
honour, or on "s life, or on his liberty and deprive
him 0-:: 0 .0 e joys. e caL, "7.1em repl'eu..,ive ,
c' ey ccns ....te .nal law. It is t....u ...that U.cse ¥hich
re a+tach d to the ules which are -mr ly ! oral, ,ave

the same char-ac t ez-, only they z-e distributed in a di.J..use
"'0.1 nez-, b ever+b o v, Lndt scz-tmat eIy t whereas those in
~ero. 1 ure lied ttrou h the interme iary f a
d f'Lni . .f;eor an; t ey re or anized. it cr he ot.hez-

ype tit oesn t t L: ply ::ml' ri bu t C 1'L '..,.;.., only of the
return of t1.n s as they \{re; in :bhe re-establishmcnt of
:orbled relations to tleir no a tate, wh ...ther the
incriminated act is restored by ':orce to the type whence
it aeviated or is anulled, that is de~.rivcd of all
.s oci eL value.

uurkheim t~ies to relate both the sociologically furctional and
the psychologically functional in his alJ~l.!sisof punt s mcrrt,
:?is societal defini tion of the action that rovo ce punishment
i ) related to the t ory of sentament s, Ie states:

(5) 'ie oust not say that an action shocks the comnon
conscience because it is criminal, but rather that
1S criminal because it shocks the common conscience.
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~e do not reprove it because it is a crime but it is
a crime because we reprove it. As for the intrinsic
nacur e of these sentiments, it is impossible to specify
them. They have the most diverse objects and can't be
incompassed in a single formular. ''/ecan say that they
relate neither to vital interests of society, nor to a
minimum of justice. All these definitions are inadequate.
But t s alone, we can recognize it; a sentiment,
whatever it s origin and end is found in all consciences
with a certain degree of force and precision and every
action which violates it is a crime •••

This formulation crops up again and again in modern sociolo-
gical theories of punishment.

Durkheim contributes another modern sociological theory
of punishment; the close connection between punishment of
any kind and the idea of Ye~eance which is condemned in
many societies as a morally reprehensible procedure Hhen
considered in the abstract. He states

( 6) And in truth, punishment has remained at least in
part a work of ~engeance. It is said we do not make
the culpable suffer in order to make him suffer; it
is non the less true that we find it just that he
suffer. Perhaps we wrong but that is not the
question. ~'!eseek at the moment to define punishment
as it is or has been. It is certain that this
expression of public vindication which finds it's
way again and again into the language of the courts
is not a word to be taken in vain. In supposing that
punishment can really serve to protect us in the
future, we think that it ought to be above all the
vindication of the past. he proof of this lies in
the minute precautions we take to proportion punishment
as exactly as possible to the severity of the crime;
they world be in explicable if one did not believe
that the culpable ought to suffer because he has done
evil and in the same degree •••
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~urkheim further sees punishment in its as ionate character.
He says,

(7) It is sifficient moreover to see how punishment
functions in court; in order to understand that it's
spirit is completely passionate, for it is to these
passions that both the prosecutor and Defence-Attorney
address themselves. The latter seeks to excite
sYmpathy for the Defendant, the former, to awaken
the social sentiments which have been violated by
the criminal act, and it is under the influence of
these two contrary passions that the Judge pronounces
sentence. Thus the nature of punishment has not been
changed in s entials. All that ve can say is that
the need of ve~eance is better directed today than
heretofore. h spirit of for sight which has been
aroused no longer leaves the field so fr e for the
blind action of passi on. I t contains...Y(within ~certain
counts. It i opposed to absurd violence, to
unreasonable reven£ing, more clarisfied, it e pands
less on chance. One no loneer sees it turn against
the ip~ocent to satisfy itself. But it nevertheless
remains the sole penalty. liecan then say that
punishment consists in a passionate reaction of

raduated intensity ••• that society exercises through
the medium of a body acting upon those of it's
members who have violated certain rules of conauct.

He sees no place where punishment is expressed as compensation
except in particular cases. He says that what puts beyond
doubt the social character of punishment i that once pronounced
it can't be lifted except by the government in the name of
society.

" If it were a satisfaction given to a particular persons,
they would always be the Judges of it's remi ssion."

~ \ •..
I '(

1..1
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He contious ith an obvious extension of ~urkheins theory
of sentiments, which we have already looked .•. c8:_~

( 9) Imposing severe penalties in criminals may also
serve as a convinient and acceptable outlet for the
pent-up hostilities and hatreds of general
population. Although the purgative effects may
be temporary, pressure is still derived from t e
knowledge that the criminal has gotten what he
de erved.

concludes.Salvi tz
(10) If the premis of ~etaliation were carried to i 's

logical extreme, a code of justice, founded on it
would extend corporal and capital punishment,
increase periods of imprisonment and make prison
life even more miserable than it presently is.

It is necessary to note here that when these sociolo~ists
refer to ""ociety", they have in mind the members of the
society It becomes logical therefore to say that when one
raemb ez- of the society offends another member then punishment
imposed on the offender should in sooe way or other satisfy
the offended member as well as the rest of the members of
the society. In this way, then there will be 're-establish-
~ent of things as they were' according to Durkhein. In the

\Heme reasoning. 'If payment of an offence is appropriate
according to Salvitze (to both the individual member and the
society) then 'uociety is apppeased and somehow gotten even.'
The society will punish to defend itself (ie it~s members).
Durkheim has this to say on this preposition

( 11) ••• it is no longer to avenge J tself that society
punishes. I t is to defend itself. 'he pain which
it inflicts is in it's hands no longer anything but
a methodical means of protection.
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It punishes not because cha e i ment offers it ny
satisfaction for it If, but so that the fear of
punishm nt may paralyse those who contemplate evil.

Punishment destroys that which i menace to society. It
consists then in a veritable act of defence although an
instinctive and unreflectiv on. 1 hough uni hment proceeds
from a quite mechanical reaction, from monement wldch re
passionate and in great p rt non-reflective, it does or else
serve quite secondarily in corr3ct1ng t e culpable or in--intimidating pos ible folIo ers. It' true function i to
a.at ntat n social cohesion intact, ..•., 'le maintaining all it's
vit lit in the CODmon conc ence, he result i t 'sp

(12) There exists a social solidari ty w 0 ch comes from
a certain number 0= states of conscience \hich are
common to all the members of th same society. -his
is what repressive law materially represe ts at
least in so far as it is essential. ~he part hat
it plays in the general integration of the society
evidently depends upon the greater or lesser extent
of the social life which the comoon conciE...nce
embraces and re,C'!'ulates.The greater t l.c ~iversi ty
of relations wherein, the more also it creates
links which attach the indivi~ual to the group, the
more consequently social cohesion erives completing
from this source and bears it's mark.

The (13) art of punishing then must rest on a whole technology-----=-of representation. The under~aki - can suceed only if it forms
part of a natural ~~ch~cs ••• the ideal punishment would be
transperant to the crone that it punishes; thus for him who
contemplates it, it will be infellibly the sign of the crime
that it punishes and for him who dreams of the crime, the
idea of the off~ce wi11 he enough to az-nus e the sign of the
puni shment.
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This is an advantate of the stability of the link, an
advantage for the calculation of the proportions between
crime and punishment and th quantative read1n$ of interests,
it has the advantage that by assuming the form of natural
sequence, punishment does not appear as the arbitrary effect
of a human power. In this way, penalties will no longer
proce d from the will of the legislation but from the nature
of things. he punishment mu t proceed from the crime, the
law must appear to be a necessity of things and power must
act while concealing itself b neath the ge~le force of
nature. Punishment must bri ~ wi th ita certaj n connective
technique... unishment must be adjusted to the individual
character and to the danger 1.t bears wi thin him for others.
The system of penalties must be open to individual variables.
Having looked at socio10 ica1 treatment of punishment and
compensation, we shall now proceed to look at punishment
and compensation under customary law in Kenya.
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CRAPT R II

PUNISH!.!'NT AND CO ENSATION UNDER CUST(]~IARYLA"IVIN KENYA

To customary or traditional Africa, Law comprises all
those rules of conduct which regulate the behaviour of indi-
viduals and communi ties and which by maintaining the equilibrium
of society are necessary for it's continous as a corporate
whole. African customary law is positive and not negative. Law
doesn't create offences, it doesn't make criminals, it directs
how individuals and communities should behave towards each other.
It's whole object is to maintain an equilibrium, and the
penalties of African I,aw are directed not against specific
infractions but to the restoration of the equilibrium, There is
no written code but the law is the an organic growth inherent
in the body politic and accepte just because it is organic,
coheren t an t itional. In Hartlands words "primi tive law
is the totali ty 0 he customs of the tribe". I t is always
constructive palliative.

A crime consists in the disturbance of individual or
communal equilibrium and the law seeks to restore the pre-
existing balance. The deterrent or purely penal theory does
not enter into the question. Even homicide isn't punishable
from this point of view. ilhen a member of the family is
killed the result is that the equilibrium has been disturbed.
'he law steps is to restore it either by the execution of the

murderer or payment of compensation. The law is not penal or
vin cutive. lhe idea is to make punishment fit the crime.

he law is interested in maintaining the status guo .•...--=
The law can't be seperated from the Religious Sanctions.

ihe law i obeyed because only upon obedience will society
function and it is in everybody's interest to subscribe it's
regUlations. Behind everything lies the religious sanctions
which depends on it's validity on the theory that the society
is a continous entity comprising the living and the dead.
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The law has the moral support not only from the living but
the dead as well, This terrific antiquity, remote but ever
present is itself a very potent force in securing due
regard for the law: but it does more: it introduces a
religious sanction which is perhaps the most otent factor
of all. No compensation for an offence, no reperation is
complete without sacrifice. Every offence has to be legally
compensated and ceremonially purged and until both are done,
the offender and his community are in danger of spritual
retribution.

Anoth r reason why law is respected is that everyone
of the same age group and status is answerable to an offence
committed by one member, it is everybody's business to see
that the laws are obeyed and if an offence has been committed,
the group is equally liable to the spiritual retribution
and sees that the reliquisite penalty i forthco g,
collective responsibility is ther fo e a p tent factor in
the prevention 0 crime an in th liquidation of the offence
without extreanous pressure.

Fear of ridicule and ostracism makes people respect
their laws. This is effective because status is of peculiar
importance in African society. The effect of ridicule and
ostracism is to put the victim out of status and so no longer
in a position to participate in communal activities until
his offence has been purged and his his status restored.
That incidentally is the reason why defamation is always
one of the most serious of private offences, requiring a
heavy compensation because the effect of defamation is to
cut at the very root of group corporation and to deprive
the defamed man of his proper status in the community.
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It's therefore the duty of ev ry oember of the coomunity,
0\ 'ng to the fact that he is one of the collective re pon-
sibili ty to report ny b each of the public law of which the
chief or group of elders take cognizance. 1s it may take
some time for the process of the law to be put into action
there is an obvious danger the culprit ri~ht suffer
summary ju~tice at the hands o~ the injured party, but
provision is made for this by the establishm nt of sanctuaries,
where an accused man may await in security th slow
movements of the law. Lveryone k ows th law an~ the law
is universally acce ted. nly questions of fact are in
dispute and once these have been established by arbitration,
the legal sunctions are normally 3ufficient to secure
compliance. frican laws a e changing and are more adaptable
to chan es. nhe system is living, satient organism, part
of a general cultural comp~ex based on the sanctions of it's
own which are not penal.

Each case of injury and of any offences required
compensation to the injured party. There was no overiding
monarchs or massonaries who would regard offences as acts
against their authority. ~o every case was a civil one
for dam es, restitution or compensation. To punish an
individual for a crime didn't equally settle any claim by
an injured party (2) The principle of compensation ¥as
certainly equitable in a rough and ready made way and is
certainly more intelligible to the laymart than the complex
precedents of nglish equity. The intervention of the

overnment to punish the wrong does was a novel try.

ong the Turkana the Panel of elders decided the amount
ayable as compensation normally by a number of heads of

cattle. If anyone refused, the clan of the injured would
enforce by taking such number of cattle.
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A fcast followed and reconcilliation was effected. There was
no distinction betw en civil and criminal cases (3)indigenous
justice was mainly concerned with the adjustment of civil
vrongs and in this category were included most of those acts
which were regarded as crimes, such as homicide, theft etc.
Those were treated as matters VIm oh oould be properly set tIed
by the payment of compensation. The idea of crime was not
entirely absent for certain acts such as incest or practice
of witchcraft were regarded as of ences against the conmunity
as a whole, the only remedy for which was to eliminate the
offender by death or punishment. ~part from such exception
cases, however, punishment wheather retributive or deterent
seems to have played little part in the public life of African
community particulary among the Kenyan tribes. (4)Actually
in some tribes, ind ~enous law di recognize the need for the
detement penalties, but the need was et by inc~easing the
amount of compensation payable to the injured party. ong
the "[eru, for example a person whose goat had been stolen
was entitled to sue the thief for seven goats by way of
compensati on. 3imilary among the (5) "aasai, where a l:aasai
~:oran stole a bull from his Peighbour to slaughter an feast
on it, the owner of the bull was entitled to recover five
heifers and one bull from each of the persons connected with
theft and from each of the persons who feasted on it regard-
less of wheather he knew the bull was stolen or not.

The amount sought as compensation varied from tribe to
tribe.uantum of damages demanded for verbal and physical
assault was largely arbitrary. (6)Among the Kamba, the whole
judicial process was in two ateeories; private and public
delicts. All private delicts were settled by arbitration and
compensation although self help was resorted to in the unlikely
event of failer of this process. Public delicta were settled
both by arbitration and compensation or penal sanctions
usually e,xpulsion or death. Drastic measures were resorted

Ito only if the offender persistently committed such an offence.
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Alternatively the offender was expelled from the local
community after which his homestead was destroyed. Death
wa th penalty only for punishment thieves, sorcerous or
murder. A grave deci3ion such as this was taken on oath
and pe mi3sion was to be obtained from the offenders nearest
relative. If the relative refused, death could not be
executed but he had to swear that th culput will not repeat
the sa~e and that if the culprit repeat the same, con ent
to execute the sentence will not be withheld.

Thus the rare decision to apply this sanction was refered
artially to the Juper Natural, through the oath and hence

res onsibility for the death sentence was shifted to powers
outside human control. e can therefore see the operation of
or anized restitutive sanctionswAmong the Kamba, for example
in the case of homiciG.e, it was invariably settled wi th
"Blood oney" or compensation. Blood r'oney was explained as
f'o l.Low

(7)Blood money exacted for a man's life ••• is eleven
cows and one bull which later oes to the el ers •••
about half as much is paid for a woman's life •••
four to five cows and one bull to the elders •••
For children the same is paid as for adults of thb same
3ex.

Blood ve ~eance, that is, the death of one member of the
offender's kin roup may be exacted for the crimes which
re u t in death, But only the "youn er men" who were !lot
tempered, hot blooded warriors were eager to follow this
procedure, while the elder and more discreet and prudent
elders of both parties tried to arran e an amicable s .ttlenent.
This was a carefully calculated list of compensation.
~ayments for criminal assuIts resulting in odi y arm were
also settled by way of compensationo

YACUL.TY OF LA
fNlvr.n!1 T'( Cr- f\ R III

1-"L:·~~··::'f
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Instead of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,
Kamba thought it more reasonable to argue "an eye for
bull and a goat." Lindblow comments in his book

( 8)

the
one

Cne of the most strongly predominating features of
the ••• Africans) ••• intellectual endowment seems
to be his legal mind. 1hus the ••• (~fricans) •••
have legal customs and prescriptions corelated
wi.th the administration of the law whi.ch testify
to extream penatration and a food power of judgment.
The punishments inflicted are human and just. African
law has accordin~ly attracted the attention of
inv stigators and many of the modern Zuropean
Jurists have n t found it beneath t eir dignity to
spend time in studying it. 1 any ne ideas have
been obtained from this source which it has been
possible to incorporate into the law systems of

ope and thus is of s ecial interest for the
listory and philosophy of law.

In the (9) Gikuyu society all criminal cases were treated
almost in the same way as civil ones. rhe chief aim in
proceeding was to get compemsation for the individual or
~roup against vhom the crime was comndtted. Since there was
no system of imprisonment, the offe?ders were punished by
being made to pay heavy fines to the "Yiama", the deciding
elders and compensation to right the wrong done. 11urder and
l:anslau hter ere treated the same way for the "Kiama" was
not chiefly concerned with the motive of the crime nor the
way in which it was committed but the fact that a man had
taken another man's life. Iremeditated murders were rare
among the Kikuyu for it was a crime against the society for
a man to strike another wi thout warning him unless he was a
foreign enemy. If a man killed another in cold blood, the
murder was treated with the greatest contempt not only
because he had discraced himself but also his age-group.
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.here two men were eneaged in a fi ht and one of them
died the murderer would be treated liniently. :ormally the
family of the deceased could invade and attack the family
of the rong doer with the intention of killing tle lurder
or one of his relatives. dlternatively the family of the
deceased could invade the farm of the other family and cut
down all the crops as a sign of ourning for the dead. 3 t
this was rare. The elders of the Peace Council always
intervened to keep peace.

Uni versal rules wexe made fixing the amount payable as
compen tion for loss of life, according to sex. Mhe rules
aimed at punishing a murdere 1 irrespecti ve of whet .•er he killed
a man instantly or caused him to die of the «o un inllicted
in a fight.o I f a man wounded another seri ousLy, ne was
a ked 0 provide a male goat which was killed to supply
norvishment for the wound d man. I f the wound healed. that
was the end of the mat er, but i~ he died, the man las
charged with murder because the providing of the male goat
was regarded a way of pleading guilty to the charge.

he compensation of loss of a man's life wa fixed at
one hundred sheep or goats or ten cows. For a woman's life,
thirty sheep or goats or three cows. The only exception
was only when a man or woman was killed by poisonin~ or
witchcra t. This was looked upon as a crime a~ainst the
whole communi ty and the penalty as by death or burning
Cases of personal injury involving any bodily hurt or cut
withou.t loss of a limb was not considered a serious crime
for it was common especially for the Gikuyu or .aasai, where

~~
'.1,) 't\Gllsbetween two individuals or groups were always
settled by a fight. In the case ~f loss 01 a limb or part
of it there was a payment for compensation fixed for each
limb or part of it.
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As for loss of a finger, it was compensated with ten
or eoats, for a tooth, one sheep or oat. The rules
accordine to the wealth of each district.

heep
varied

~he punishment for adultery or rape was that the oan
paid a fine of three fat rams to the: iama and Nine sheep or
goats to the husband or parents. In som cases, the offender
was ostracisod. ~his vas a wors punishment •. s fo theft,
I:1Uchdepended on what was stolen and the fines were fixed
according to the artic e or the anioal the thief had ta~en
for example if a man stole a sheep, he was required to bring
the original and another one to purify it. If the stolen
sheep was slaughtered and eaten, the offence became se ious
and the thief and. each of the participants Vlere fined "en sheep
or goats each. If a nan stole honey from another's b iJbi ve...
the fine as thirty sheep or goats. If a man foun a "l~ef
steaJing his property, he ~ad the ri ht to take tho lal into
his own han and be t the thief to his satisfaction, .hen
living the thief to the kiama to be fined. The offenler gave
one fat ram to the kiama as court fees. If he became a
habi:t:ualthief, he was killed publicly or burnt to death. In
Gikuyu society, thieves and wizards were considered serious
criminals and were to be killed.

Among the (10) Nandi, the gener 1 principle in d aling
ith offences against the person was compens tion to the

injured party or to his claim if he was killed. A an could
retaliate if assaulted provided he did so at the time of
attack, but assuIt when drunk or a result of mild provocation
was not a defence and the assailant would pay compensation for
any injury inflicted. A man could seek the forgiveness from
the injured person otherwise he w~uld be arraigned before

the Kokwet elders. ~he most serious type of asult was that by
a man of one age group upon a person of senior grade,n xt
was asult by a person on another's wife.
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The penalty inflicted which was in form of compensation
varied according to the extent of the injury, the number of
persons injured and the property of the cffender. If one or
two people were affected, it was usually an ox. It was double
~his if three or more people were injured. A poor offender would

rbe fined a goat or sheep QLpayment might be met by honey.
If an anima~ was demanded it would be given to the injured
person who would eat it's roasted flesh or drink the blood
which would give him more strength, the Kokwet elders
a small portion. ~he same exaction was made even if the
injury as accidental.

man who injured his wife killed a goat and gave it to
her to eat The same applied if he injured his child. The
c an of the person who was injured by assult and who
subsiquent y died could claim blood money from the assailant
or his clan. A manuilty of repeated serious assult was
executed.

As for hOmicide, the ~rLnciple was that the clan from
whom a person was killed, whether deliberately or accidentally
had to be paid blood - money by the clan of the person causing
the death. Hence blood money was not payable if the person
kille vas of the e clan as the killer. In the latter case,
a reduced comp nsation payment of ~vo to three anima s would
be payab e according to the circumstances of the case.

As soon as possible after the killing the person
responsible of the killing or his near clan relative would pay
one heifer to the deceased's family which served as an injunction
against re~alliatlon. £he matter had then to be regarded as
sub-jUdice until decided by the Kokwet elders. The amount
varied slightly as follows: blood money or a male, five
head of cattle and five sheep or goats; for a female, five
head of cattle and four sheep or goats. One animal was paid
to the Kokwet elders.
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uistinction was also made according to ~hether death las
caused by accident or deliberately.

Apart from exaction of blood money, there ~as no punishment
except t t a habitual offender was executed. A ter the Vokwet
elders pa8sed decision and ordered the blood money to bG paid,
it then had to be done fairly quickly if the offender had
the o~ts an cattle to do so. If he had not enough e ~as
allo ue tc p in in;;>talmentuntil final claim w s settled.
If he refused to pay the clan of the deceased member was
allo ed to eiz his ·vestock and transfer the ower ~i to
the n~u~ d e ce t in ca S 0 borr wed animals 1hich were
allol d 0 be etur ed.

11) anyik , the penalty for murder is that
from t ~o to te z-so of the murd.er's family to b t en an
~iven in the family of the murdered person. In default of this,
the murderer him elf must be handed over to be put t death.
:3oys nded over in the above manner ong the t andi 0, were
on co .ng of aae permi tted to return home but not so wi, th girls.

:r e \Ianigo r a distinction between a Clurder com.u, tted
in th heaf of passion and in cold blood, the number of persons
de anded in the latter case being four times that in the former.
In the latter years (1897 - 1910) blood money was reckoned at
one h nd e "Jores of americane". Other smaller offences were
punishable by fines.

P~one the (12)Galla, blood, could only be wiped out by blood.
This not ini'riquently led to length vendettas w ch disconded
':ro f t..r to son and one murder led .any deaths. ~-anslaughter
not amounting to murder could be forgiven. In cases of rape
a u tery the offender could be publicly thrashed by the offended
father or husband.

In cane of ahoni, (.I: orth Kili!! Creek in +-heSouth), in
case of a murder, tr.cmurderer was handed over to be dealt
with shoulJ the death have been cauoed by accident the person
who caused it bound to produce another person to fill

\
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the place of the dead man.

l~ong the Taita, the place of man mur ered must be illed
by another or compensat on paid in cattle; in d6:~ult of
theoe t '/0 me tho 0 com ensation, t e murd 'er...is hand.edc.over-to
the family from who a man is murdered and put to de.•..th , If
the death has be n caused by he ting nth a club, c mp nsation
is reckoned at ten goats and a ullock; if wo n ng \loth
a knife, sword or arro at one girl, one h ndre oats and
one hundred hea of cattle. If any poison is adnunistered
internally the murderer is compell d to take the same poison.
In the case of accidental homicide, the compensation payable
i 0.:> one child or two head of uc,t~le and five goa cs , ctLcr
minor of ences were punished by fines of \lhich one-half 0
to the elders and one-half to the parvY injured, for example
the fine for assult is one bullock and for rape, 2 bulls.

(13) nayment for blood money among the Luos vas usually
arranged among all the Kavirondo tribes by consultation aoong
the elders. ~t.oul they decide that a man is uilty of
causing the death of one of their people, he is required to
pay anything upto twenty cows, ac.cording t o his wealth.
A man owning one or two cows wovld probably be required to
pay all, if five, to pay four, if ten to pay seven and so on.
The most usual nv~ber appeared to be ten head 0 cattle and five
~oats. If the nurder paid half, ~he frien s of the deceased
could kill him or one of his relatives but the debt could be
fully discharged by deviding the payment of the Hhole or the
balance among the murderers relatives.

Punishment for murder among (14)~haaka people (in Kitui)
was by payment of compensation wbich as; for a ! an , sixty oats,
for a woman fourty goats. ~or a child, t~e same nUlb~r of
croatswas paid according to sex. ~here was po difference
made for accidental killing~ compensation being the same in
murder.
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~o r pet seven eoats and if the as issue. ~ourteen oats
.'ere pai • If the chiId died fourty 0"0 ts were paid fo
c le and twenty-ei ht ats for a f ale chiLd , kind
of 'njury to nd p t of the b as re ted wit orne

eric vne s. For inst ce if in~ury re Ited t 10 o~ one
'0 pai.d to the inju d per on. If

an ye or LJ was .rt , C4 S' number- of c;oc.tslaS I aid.
I injury r-csu Lted to loss of one left twerrty-cone ~o ts were
, rid, and ':::'oublethat sum if both Le u vez-e lost. ror loss

same number of t 1tnt a ffO ts was le.

I v i cl ;r IU t'l b v disc sf.on that each indige-
no oup kd 'tis own c ~"tom,by lich s ver types 0

0 0 p•..naa "i n r r co rrl z e
d, T 8.11 u L .n' t e

al,.i: uve J.\:: z or 1

In 1.Lo first pLnce, (15) c .•..om i ref" errt
bod~e ~ incipl v 'ch av co, en~ d

e
ms ,.s

to th 1 ~tional noncienc
...u Ii c tility. _'h ,act

v~ction of cu tom. r es
obt .n the urc ti c 0

as rinc les o~ ju tice an
th t any rule has

r w tion t .at it ~rv s to
l~o. on rally, it is

, ~n for no e rules ofVIII hat cour vS c
ri t whic i i i duty 0 a ini ter, 1cuL e co J_n
to ac .ept t ose ub'ch :lvealre dy in tleir favour t e
]rcsti~e nd authority of lon~ acceptance, rather tha
t tempt the more da ;e ous t sk of fa '110" ,... a et f z-u Las

.for .heme Lves by t he Li,..>htof n t e. The n tion 1

concience may ~ell be accepted 0 t e ourt as ~n '1 t c~ita-
tive Guide and of this conciencc, n tio al customs i>.>~he
external an vi3ible sien.

eu tom is to society ~hat law is to the state. ~ach is
the xpre ion and realization to the measure of men's insi ,ht
an« ability. of the pz-Lncf.p.Los of rir;ht and justice. Tl!e
law bodies those principles as they embody themselves to
the incorpora~e comunity in the exercise of it's soverign
power.

----~ .•.
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Custom embodies the man acknowledged and approved, not by
the power of the state but by the public opinion at the
society at large. Nothing therefore is more natural
than that where the state begins to evolve out of society,
the law of the state should be in respect of it's material
contents be in great part modelled upon and coincident
~~th the customs of the society.

'ihenthe state takes up it's function of administering
justice, it accepts as valid the rules of iCht al=eady
accepted by society of which it is itself a product and it
finds those principles already realized in the customs of
the health. In this connection, it must be remembered that
at first, the state is so Vleak that it's judicial authority
depends partly at least on voluntary submission, whilst custom
is so closely linked \ith religion and taboo that any
departure from it is almost unthinkable •

. en the state has ~rown to it's full strength and
sature, it acquires mor-e self confidence ar,c seeke to
conform national usag e to the law rather then tl.l.t-law of
national usage. It's ambition is then to be the source not
merely of the form but of the matter of the law also, but
in earlie times it contents itself vdth confering the form
and nature of law upon the material contents 3uP1lied to
it by custom.

"-L.h6 Justice de ands that unless there is good reason to the
:~~~ contrary, men's rational exp ctations shall so far as

. p03sible be fulfilled rather than frustrated. ~ven if
some customs (eg. infonticide) aren't ideally just and
reasonable, even if it can be shown that the national
concience has gone astry in establishing th~, even if better
rules :mi~ht be formulated and enforc.ed by the wisdom of the
Judicature,



it may yet be wise to accept them as they are rather than
to disappoint the expectations which are based upon
established practf£e.

Considerations such as these are suf~icient ven in modern
times and in fully developed legal systems to ~nduce the
legislature on due occassion to Give express statutory
authority to bodies of national or local custom.

Bearing this in mind the colonial )overnment did
recoGnize the modes of compensation that existed for long
among the indigenous groups. (16) ovision was made in the
color~al legislation for the ~frican cou ts to award

-compensation for criminal offences and this vas done often
in nitrations where traditionally it would also n~ve been
appropriate. But customary law was to e applie only so
far as it was not repugnant to justice ox florality. The
colonial covernment failed to realize that ·ustice and mcrality
are abstract conceptions and :any connuru ty probably has an
absolute standard of it's own by":;:.ch to decide what is
justice and what is morality.

As early as 1904, all magistrates were reminded to apply
compensation in criminal cases. ~he (17)High Court circular
iotice of hat year provided as follows:

Iiagistrates are reminded that in all criillinalcases,
when it appears just that a sum of money ahouL be pai.d
to the injured party ••• the Court wi 1 impose a :Line
and will direct that a part or the ~ io l.e of it wh n
collected be paid to the injured party •••

The follo\ung Circular, sent to all magistrates provided
as follows:-

-Officers should be careful to remember that fines are
only to be inflicted in proper cases as a punishment for
offences and not to be looked upon as a source of
revenve.
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There are two circulars go to indicate the compensation
was recognized at the early times and was the intention that
this method should not die.

customary way
as early as 1919.
year provided:-

of settling disputes was also safeeuarded
~he (19)circular to magistrates of that

The attention of magistrates is invited to section 5(1)
of Native Tribunal. Rules 1913 (page 54, LaVIS of 1913)
in which it is laid down that
"A council of elders shall have jurisdiction ••• in

petty criminal matters when both the complainant and
the accused are members of the community over which
the Council exercises jurisdicti on" •.

This can be illustrated by the case of (20)R.V. .uef de ,
The case invo2.ved a Luyf.ah roman ~:rs. Lusinde W'10 lived in their
vi llage with her chiIdren. Her husband was worktng in
~airobi at that time. vhe was known to be quarrelsome and bad.
One evening she returned home to find that hcr childred had
Ioured subar into the lunch pourage. ~o ~unish then, she tied
their hands and pushed them into the hot embers of the fire
place. They were badly injured. They ran to their rrandmother
who when she saw them cried hard and attracted the attention
of the neighbours.

Mrs. l.:usindeused abusive language to everybody. The
children were taken to the local hospital. 3he run away
back to her parents. The matter was taken to the local
.u utu (a Councul of elders), who sent his young wingers to
go and fetch her. They bought her back and proceedings
commenced. It was found as a fact that she was the mother
of the children and the children needed her care. She was
fined one hundred and fifty shillings to be consumed by the
T\:ug~
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Her husband swore to see th t she doesn't maltreat the
children in such a manner.

The case cf (2l)R.V. N.K. Nyaneera further illustrates
recognition of customary mode of payment of compensation.
In this case, the Plaintiff sued the Defendant and the
Defendant's daughter for one-thousand shillings as damages
because the Defendant had blinded the eye of the Plaintiff's
daughter by accident'- The parties agreed that under Luyia
customary law, compensation for such an injury was a cow and
a sheep. Nevertheless the trial magistrate awarded six-
hundred shillings only because the injury was accidental.

However as is already pointed out earlier, after 1897,
.tn Yenya, there was established a unified system of courts
applying to basically unified systems of proceedure and
evidence, a unified proceedure of criminal law. The penal
sanctions availed are of '•.estern type but ther re senensprovisioL rhi.chstill reflect the African a'Ltitude's thus the
High Court and the lower courts are authorized to promote
the settlement, of criminal cases by reconcillinr the parties
and compensation may be awarded to victims of the crime on a
scale much wider than that applicable in ~nglish law.
Section (22)3(2) of the Judicature Act provides;-

The High Court and the subordinate courts shall be guided
by African customary law in civil cases in which one
or more of the parties is bubject to it or a11ected by
it and so far as is not repugnant to justice and morality
and isn't inconsistent with any writvcn law and shall
decide all such cases according to substantial justice
without undue regard to technicalities of proceedure and
without undue deLay ,
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Section 2 of the (23)1:agistrates Courts Act outlir..es
customary claims which also include (24)forts recognized under
customary laws of any tribe in Kenya.

This was reitrated by the then Chief justice in a
circular to all magistrates which read as follows:-

Customary law is part of Kenya law. It was in the past
administered by and large by lSrican courts w.ios e members
were part of the general population of the arrears oerved
by such courts ••• It is necessary that in cases
Lnvo Iving customary law trial courts should place on
record all the evidence on such law that is offered by
the parties. In the event of an appeal, the record Will(J.5 J
be useful to the parties as well as the Appellate courts •••

Under customary law, social conformity therefore was ensured
by posi tive sancti ons , ~ort and "8riminalH of'f ences viei:« in
general regarded as disturbances of sccial equilibrium and
treatment was the efore concerned fundamentally .vit.hrestoring
the status quo. ~he principles employed may be summarised
as follows:-

reconcilliation, restitution, compensation to the
individual or his family, compensation or fine to the
community, social ostracism or public ridicule.

Speaking on inadequacy of imported Lnglish principles, ·~th~llL.)
Phillips, pointed out that the object should be to encourage
and promote the adaptation and amendment of customary law rather
than to superimpose an alien and conflicting "Luropean Law",
Reporting on an earlier observation, he concluded

"Jheather we assimilate those systems or not, let us
ascertain them, let us digest them. liepropose no rash
innovation. ie wish to give no shock to the prejudices
of any part of our subjects.
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Our principle is simply this: Uniformity where you can have,
it, diversity where you must have it, but in all cases
certaini ty. '

l;e shall n examine punfshnent and compensation in
Kenya today in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III

PUN! S :ENT AND COMP l~SATI ON IN Y El-l'Y A TODAY

Prior to colonization the indigenous African tribes
enforced their own customary laws through their own courts.
As has been seen in the earlier chapter, in Africa, no clear
lines were drawn between criminal and civil wrongs. the law
was dominated by the idea of compensation to counterbalance
the 10 s and restore amity in the local residual group.

llurinG the colonial period, a (l)p nal system was
introduced that dealt with punishment and compensation. This
is the system that is still ap~lied today.

Generally speaking, the aim of penal sanction is to ~duce
crime and maximize social security and harmony. mhis is based
on the wrong idea that the ~overnment is entrusted hith the
task to punish the individual for the offender and that the
rain suffered by the offender satisfies the offended person.
The colonial and post - colonial government failed to realize
that Kenya had a different legal thinking and therefore uught
to have cautioned themselves while applying their alien laws
in Kenya.

1\0doubt, as was pointed in case of (2)11ya11 LTD. TI. The
Attorney-General these alien laws were unfit in ~enyan society
and careful examination was required before expecting any
Good results from their application. In the above case,
~ord Denning observed •••

••• it is a recognition that the common law can not be
applied in a foreign land without considerabl~ qualification
Just as an ~nglish oak, so with the English common law.
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You can not transplant it to the African continent and
t

expect it to retain the tough character which it has--- - - ----in .sngLand , I t will flourish indeed but it needs care-
ful tending. 30 \uth the common law, it haasmany
principles of manifest justice and good sense which
can be accepted all the world over; but it has also
many refinements, subleties and technicalities 1hich
are not wuited to other folk. lhese off-shoots must
be cut away. In these far off lands, the people must
have a law which they understand and which they will
respect.

Looking at the various penal sanctions under the penal code,
it will be observed that Kenya's treatment of both offenders
and offended has been nothing less tham inflicting pain on
the offen er •

Under Section 203 of the Penal Code,
Any person vho of malice aforethou ht causes the
death of another person by an unlawful act or
omission is guilty of murder.

Section 204 of the same code provides the sentence for
murder:

Any per on convicted of murder shall be se~tenced
to death.

Under Section 25(1) of the same code. death sha 1 take
effect by the manner prescribed by the law. This is
normally done by hanging by the neck until the victim
dies. Only t 0 categories of people are exempted from
capital punishment. These are under section ~of the
Penal code, a pregnant woman and or a persons under

C""

eighteen years o~age.
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.hy did the colonial government apply this n~w method
of 'murder for murder' instead of blood money for murder?
rhis is a question tha wa a ke by the colonial magistrat s
as early as 1907. The circular (4)to m i traves 0 that
year replied the question as follows:

~he question you raise is one of great interest but
the solution of it presents dif-iculties that need
careful handling. Jhen the old order chan es giving
room to new and especially where qivilize iforms of
thought and government are imposed upon the traditional
ideas of rough ju tice common among frican vatives.!~~
it is necessary to proceed slowly and with care. T~e
idea of blood money being paid as compensation to the
relatives of a man who has been killed is very old
and exists today pretty nearly everywhere among
~lized or se '-civili"ed n3.tive~. Bu t as soon as
a government on an ordered ~asis assumes control and
is able to maintain the peace and puni s ies breaches
of it, the matter assumes a uome1h t ifferent as ect.
It is no longer a question of ccopen ation, vo a private
family that has been weakened by the loss o~ some of
it's members but litis a question of the government
maka ng life and property secure and .natn taining the
Kings peace. The wro done ceases to be ...erely a
private wrong and becomes a public wrong for the

revention of which the [overnment makes laws and wher-e
these laws are broken, it is the government that
prosecutes, so long as the government has nat the pov.ez
to enforce it's laws, it is bound in order to maintain
some semblance of order, to counterbalance and nforce
the native systems of punishment; but this is only
until it is in a position to exact obedience to it's
own laws •••
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The circular explains the purpose of applying murder instead
of bloo -money.

Can we then justify such a kind of punt shment that is
inca able of compensating either the deceased or deceased"
dependants? The answer is No

Toreover empirical evidence is aburdent that the jority
Iof murders are abnormally psycholoD'ical nen who should not

t..
be heLd responsible for their actions and if th Y re
abnormal, they n ed treatment. tIurderis the res It of
abnormal mental reactions which are in exi tence uefore
penetration into th _ crime.

Infliction of the penalty has no proper justification.
It ~reatly violates the offenders 1undamental right to life.
It in contrary to th highest concept 0 Judicial Christian
~thics - "thou sh 1 not 11."

.. t' (5) 1 t f .•..I.... t' 1~ar ~n ~e s, secre arT 0 . mnes II n ..."rna l ona
asserts that the death penalty is in all it's forms, whether
it is imposed in poli tical or criminal cases or uhether it
is carried out by the tate or by i al ~illers is one of
the most extream violation of fundamental human ri~hts. ..e
say

"••• Every execution wheather it takes place on the gallons
or in the street, wheth~ it results in a decision
taken publicly by court or clandestinely by conspirators,
is an irreversible and totally un'"cce.ptabl abus of
_ower ••• as judicial punishment, the eath pen 1ty is
unequal, unjust and irreversible. History evervhere

hows that the principle victim came from the poor and
members of the minority and oppressed groups within
the society. II
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Capital punishment has achieved nothin
Capital punishment does not compemsate
way or form or his dependants.

more th revenge.
the deceased in any

Today the state is looked upon as too new a political
entity or too old a traditional alien body to ins~re
confidence in relieving the aggrevied. A criminal remarked in
capital punishment;

( 6) "It seems that by killing a murderer the Government
is making the murder~~uffer. But for me if my son
has been murdered there is nothing, neither the
Government or the murderer pays me anything."

( 7) . erem~r..> tham has also remarked this;
"~rror is possible in all judgments; in every other case

of jUdicial error, compensation can be made to the injured
per on, Death adnitts of no compensation"

This is true if we take into consideration that the offender
who is s pposed to compensate the complainant or his depend~~ts
is no more. d when the offender is killed it becomes non
sensical to apply the provisions that provide for compensation.

I am of the opinion that capital punishment be abolished
and a better sentence be provided where the ag~rieved party
or parties may be compensated. I would suggest that any
person convicted of murder serve a life imprisonment with hard
labour. The convict must be paid or the work he does and
the payment should be on a monthly basis or in accordance
viith ordinary or normal cource of business, for example, if
the convict works in a carpentry department, after the sale- -of the Boods that he makes the money ~ealized must be paid-to him indirectly. The money should be proportion d as 1pllows:.-

joo CUl..T"t' OF LA
'H'4IV£R~'1Y OF NAIRO

t~ i ,t •• '-~" ,''''1 ••.~~~,.,eo~y
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One third of it to meet or support himself in p ison, one- 'third to support his family or (lepel'IdalIts at-home and one
third to support the ly OI "thedeceased or hi.a depena.ants.
A scheme on this 1nd of )ayment can be effected as I \.ill
indicate later. (8) -c)No. ~ v-'tl b.L~ PPLL ~II~ ,.. ~ ~ Q..rf. Ih-

~~ "'-'-~'.:f.sk' _t'"0''''''' ~MJl '\" "" b.c~~\ ~')

iated with the oflen of muru.c.ri that
vection 202 (1) of the _enal Code provideso

Closely asso
anslaughter.

Any person who by an unlawful act or omission causes
the death of another person is Guilty of a felony termed
manslaughter.

The sentence under section
J ny person w io co. tts the felony of manslau,:hter is
liable to i~p~isonment ~o~ life, under ~ection 202 (2).
An unlawful ommission is an omi~sion amounting to
culpable neGl g nce to discharze a ~uty te~di~ to the
preservation of Ilfe or health, whether such omission
is or is not accompanied by an intention to cause death
or bodi ly Larm ,

Lookine at the above two sections dealinf':with murder and
..,. ns Laught er, it will be seen that when puni shmen t is
inflicted, there is a guiding presumption that the convict
acted wilfully, voluntarilly or intention','"'ahy•I t is contended
that though acting intentionally might he neces ary for the
charge of responsibility. in some cases, a person is unable
to resist criminal forces which induced him to co itt a crime.
For instance, where a man fin another r:.•an in be wi th his
wife and kills him - this one who ills viII be guilty of
manslauphter and will be sentenced to life imprisonment.
'he sentence no doubt is cessarily harsh and this man

should go free.

I:y suggestion them is that the sentence of manslaughter
is unnecessarily harsh. It should be reduced to a number of
years the courts find just and reasonable to impose t~~ing
into account the nerits and circumstances surrounding each
case.
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The same way of compensation as suggested above should also
be applied.

Th r, 1 Code defin sev ral types of assult. nder
~ection 25 , any person who unlawfully suIts another is
Guilty of a misdemeanor and if the assult is not committed
in the circumstances for which a e;reater punt shment is
provided, is liable to imprisonment for one year. ~ection
257 of the same, provide that any person who committs an
assult occassionin actual bodily hare is uilty of a
misdemeanor and is liable to imprisonment for five rears
with or without corporal punishment.

Un or ~ection 298 of the same, any person who a ult
ny person vi th intent to steal anything is guilty f a felon

and is liabl to imprisonment ~or five y a • Under ~ ction
234, any person who unla;fully do greavious harm to another
is guilty of a f lony an is liable to imprisonm nt fo life,
with or ithout corporal punishment.

Under ..:.>ection236, any per on who unlawfully, and with
\...!

intent to injure or annoy another causes any poison or noxio s
rthing to e a "nist e to, 0 tak n by, any pe son a d

t ereby n an ers his life or do s him grevious harm is
guilty of a felony an is liable to imprisonment for
fourteen years. Und ez-J ction 237, any person who unlavlfully
wounds another or unlawfully and with intent to in~ure or
annoy any person, causes any poison or other noxiQPs thing
to be dministe d to 0 taken by ~y person is guilty of
a d e or and is liablefto imprisonment for five rears,
with or without corporal punishment •.
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Under Section 253, ny person ho with intent to commit
a felony or a suIts any rolice Officer in execu ion of his
duties or assults any pe son in per uance of any unlawful
combination or conspiracy to raise the rate of wages or
assults any person in execution of his lawful duty or a s su.l tse...-tSany on account of any act done by him in the execution
of any duty imposed on him by law, is guilty of a misdemeanor
and is liable to imprisonment or five years.

It is necessary to point out here teat the above outlined
crimes are refered to as criminal cases. Criminal cas s
were intended to be cases against the state. fhat is why
whenever a person complains of m rder or a5 t, the state is
always the compainant through the v ri us police stations that
we have in Kenya. This 1s a colonial mentality. To imasine
that when anyone or more persons assults any other one or
more persons the state feels the bodily and psychclogical
pain is a serious misdirection. TIllS kind of procedure should
be amended so that a person complains aeainst a pervon in
criminal cases; through the various police stations. .:ay be
in this way the courts will see the sense of dequately
compensating the complainant in regard to the degree of blame
if any, injury and pain suffered in commission of the said
offence.

The most peculiar punishment inQicated in the penal code
is imprisonment. Prison in titution is alien to "..nya.
Imprisonment is one of the various custodial sentences. The
institution is directed at transforming "self-will" outcasts
into u eful citizen, at protecti and dete 'ng
the strong and the weak from the wo k of crime, with fairness

"'" a::;and firmness 'm d at rehabilitation and deterrence. It
involves the holding of a person from the time of his convLction
to the time of his discharge from prison.
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Th in ti tution as e: n te dily a the tan d
mo e 0 t. It i an e ercis of force (im lied or
exnz-e ) b Jhich erson is depr ived of his liberty,
co elled to re nain vhere he oe not wish to remain - to
,0 \J re h doe not \ ish to eo.

1m ri onment ori inated rom an int est to u an nd
to inhum b utality that was charact ristic 0 punishment
t ...ar"'ieular period in ~uro • It dvocated an eye _or an

and tooth for a tooth •

at
t'

...he roponent
rehabili tat n
n t for

of im risonment have said that this
the )ri onez-s , vU ,partin his vie I,

iome A fairs, r. >tanl yale .•.ip lip

ma
he

aid:

"...xi on duty i to
t m to ab on e
lork of the prison to
..repa:z;..edto _iva a goo

4 ei taria ting the same point, J.-.r.
':;0 d s ioner of prisons aid,

oN
~here is no an v~· t need to e plo'e newmethods for
the prevent~on o~ c ime and the treat ent of o~fe e s
which would fairly reflect our socie yts interest in

y. t ' ou d poi e
oppoz-tuni, ty for indi vi a1 to .turn my
of c ime. In ddition to en uri the 3eeur ~___ 0-

o 1•••••08 who e nsi tut a otenti 1 net
ur treatment of of':ender should aim y eo r

in h individual inmate his p si ti ve po _ert 1
d velopin them as far as possible in the settling
a penal treatment towards his rehabilitation.(lO)

a
o Ie b encouraGing

ten erneles... ill it i he
nsure that those jailed 1eave

ns .'1(~)
• ~aik\1a, the then

car e
y

o .munf ty.
ing
nd
of
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The question that is raised here is wheather the system
takes into account the pos ition of the offended party.
As indicated earlier, the wrong assumption is that the state
feels the pain when a person injures another. This assumption
must be dropped.

risons have not succeeded in helping the prisoner to
respect himself or others. ~hat explains why there are
cases where the individual offender has more than one
previous conviction and some go to more that ten previous
convictions. 'T1 ••••• •

It is observed that there are so many serious ills of
imprisonment. Among them; is for example, denial of liberty,

t -freedom of what to eat cloth or n~. Prisoners are'forced
to adopt a different kind of li e. For those who have
families, they are denied right of access to their f~ilies,
deprived of sexual gratification or rights of c9nsorti m.
They are physically and psychologically tortured. Among the
many evils, they are forced to t~e t~ homosexuality.

~ll this destroys the offenders confidence in life.
Lany eve~ after completing their jail terms continue to live

"-as outcasts and hence failer in life.

Even the so called t!aining program, where prisoners are
taught some kind of skills are short siehted and short lived.
The trainings are given to all inmates unrespective of crimes

~ committed and sentences being served by each. ~his is quite
absurd. 30me go in for quite a short time that they will
have learnt almost nothing by the time they complete their
terms.

Prisons are here to stay and there is no way we can
abolish them. But the institutions should be seen from a
productive angle.

~.
y
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~hey should be seen as a means through willen the offenders
'" .jare made to understand that they are doing \.hat t hey are,

so as to compensate the wron they have done to the offe ded
parties. They must be shown tha they are restori and
putting back to normal the social equilibrium t.•....a they have
disturbed only in this way can we then talk of rch~biliti
the offenders.

:risoner should cease to be treated as outcasts.
Conditions in prisons must be improved for instance, u e
~ that p 0 bits vioitors and lett r t d from the

risoners should be relaxed. risoners should be alloyed to
be visited more frequently by their elative an fri nds
than they are allowed today_ s for married men an women,
should be allowed to go and see their ive an husband on ce
in a while so as to fulfil some of the

ud.r .•..ia,ee.

rrisoners shou d be more ec~ntly dressed and among others,
havin of the h ad shou d cease ,,0 be appli ed, u was a

colonial mentalit that was suppa ed to .akc the 0.£ nder eel
rediculed by that practice. Today, we are talking of
rehabiliting and com ensatin th a~griev d, ~n affair are
cent~ed between the offender and the offended. nd therefo e
there i no need of unnecessarily subjecting the offender
to more torture. The cost he is paying to the o=fended
person through that institution called prison is enou h.

The other kind of punishment especially for assult i
"- corporal punishment. This is administered in accordnnce with

section~n~of the _enal Code. ~:ales under eighteen
year old or here the offender is unfit are excempted.
Flo gin for different a es of persons is administered as may
be a_.roved by the minister. Flog~ing sho ld not be
administered in default of a fine.
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The issue of flogging was discussed in colonial time
and as early as 1905, the attention of macistrate was called
to the fact that more discretion should be used in awarding
the punishment of flogging. In certain cases for brutal
crimes, flogging was applied within nounds as a useful and
sali tary form of punishment. I.Iagistrateswere therefore
requested when awarding sentence to consider each case with
reference both to the offence committed and the position
in life of the offender, wheather it requires punishment of
flogeing.

The circular to magistrates of 1911 also read as follows:

(12) Her majestyts secretary Of state desires that
magistrates should be instructed that they must
not regard flogging as an everyday occurrence to
be freely administered, but a serious and examptional
form of punishment to be employed only in special
cases •••

The objective of flogging is to inflict pain and suffering
upon a convict for deterrence, eXRiation connection and to<----bring reform.

I t is nothing more than revenge. I t simply damages the
body, itts administered Violently and mercilessly. It brings
hatred to officers administering it, the magistrates and the
police. It should be abolished since it doesn't not help in
any way either to redress the wrong done or compensate the
offended party. It should be administered only and only if
the offender is a total nuisance or scare to society or where

~ offender has lost his sense of humanity and mercilessly
attacks and injures everyone he finds around m.m. If it helps
the offender to settle in society without violating the
interest of the other members of the society, it should be
applied, otherwise should be abolished.
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Before dealing wi th compensation in 1. enya, let us
first look at the purpose of punishment in Kenya.

T e purpose of punishment in \.enya was discussed at
length in the case of (13)~ Abdul :ohamed Rahim,
Jimpson J. said:

"Reformation is a fair enough consideration but not
the main object of penalties in criminal cases. One
of the aim of punishment is to deter the individual
offender and to deter others who may be tempted to
commi, t similar offences. I t is an important function
of any state to protect it's citizens. ~his involves
protection of the society from crime and criminals \
courts being an importent organ of the state lave the
duty to see that member-s of the society are protected
from the repetition of offences. It then becomes
richt for them to achieve thj.sby im osi tion of
nreventive sentence and articul Ion
im risonment· one consider tion that ortant
role is tho need to remove the offender from the
Society. However the punishment for great crimes
should adequately reflect the revision felt by the
grea t maj ority of the citizens for them."

IJO mention is made here for the aggrieved party's interest.
Ito compensation is provided for.

co mSATION
'ection 31 of the· enal Code stipulates as follows:

'- " ny person who is convicted of an offence ~ 0

adjud ed to make compensation to ny person injured
by his offence and such compensation may be either
in addition to or in substitution of any other
punishment."
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rhis section may be
provi s:

The follow punishment may be inflicted by a
"...ayment of compensation." Section 175 of the
...rocedure Code has this to say

together with section 24 \hich

court:-
14)Criminal

" .lhenever any court imposes a fine or coni'ines on appeal,
revision or othe~vise a sentence of a fine or a
sentence of which a fine forms part, the court may
when passing judgment order the whole or any part
of a fine recovered to be applied.

(b) "In the payment of any person of compensation for any
loss or injury caused by the offence when substantial
compensation in the opinion of th court is not
recoverable by a civil suit".

At first sight, section 175 of the Criminal Procedure
Code gives pov.ar to court to award compensation from a fine.
ine cour-ts have not taken this view. In the case of (15)Ahmed
Hohamoud V.R., The court observed that;

"in a criminal case involvinG compensation, the court
can t determine whether damages are recoverable and
the P aintiff could file a civil suit."

Similary in the case of (16)R.V. Kondone, the court of appeal
held that

"the imposition of a fine to an award of imprisonment
so as to provide a fund out of which compensation
is to be paid has always been discouraged in ~ast frica.

here is no provision whereby t court can order the
prosecution to pay co pensation to an injured party."

As would be expected, the section has ceased, for all practical
purpooes, to be applied in Kenya.
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ec ion 176 of riminal
promotion of reconcilli tion
parties provides as folloys:

rocedur Code speaKing on
between the two conflicting

In all cases, the court may promote rcconcilliation to
encour e and fascilitat the s ttle ent in an amicable
way of proceedings for common assult or for any other
o_fence of a personal or private nature not amounting
to a felony and not agrevated in degree on terms of
payment of compensati n or other terms approved by the
court and may there upon order the proceedings to be
stayed or terminated."

It has been (17)observed in
of social control aiming at
existence of the members of
interests. This is not the
with regard to the study of la
considers that

social lif , courts are a ~_£r

preservation of peaceful co-
the community despite divergent

U it sounds particulary
and the court. If one

"In Ilestern (or at Le st En lish) Le al procedure (Which
one might add is in ome c teeories of courts largely
in ~he hands of a highly specialized class of
proffessional lawyers), litigation is treated as a sort
of game, with the Judge as empire holding the Vlistle,
bloViing when one party gets off-side and awarding the
victory to the side that 3cores most goals."

On provisions relating to reconcilliation w en a dispute
reaches the court, it enters on a more formal stage of
jUdicial process viz, the judicial examination.

ny court hears the l'tigants stories, determines the
legal points at issue, selects the appropriate legal rules
amd applies them to selected facts. Finally the courts
must pronounce on the rights and wrongs of the case, judging
the acts of the litigants by the measure of certain legal
norms.
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The courts uphold the law inorder to fulfil it's task of
regulating relationships.

At this stage there is little room for reconcilliation
because though legal rules nay be bent, for example, by
interpretation, they can not be ienored; the court is
primarily concerned with interests lying beyond, those of
the litigants and it's concerned with the richts and interests
of all persons who organize their lives on the assumption
of the general and persistent validity of the rules which
the court is called upon to defend.

I t has been pointed in case of •.V. Abdul ~.:ohanoud1ahim
that alliongother purpcses of punishment is the need to remove
the offender from society. Bearing also in mind that the

0.courts ~ primarily concerned .ith interests beyond those
of the litigants, the talk of reconcilliation loses eaning.
i,creover the section above quoted provides that only in those
cases ~here the offence doesn't amount to a felony or/and
not a,revated in degree on terms of payment of compensation.
The courts are therefore limi ted on where to reconci Ll,e the
rarties and where not to reconcille them.

lteconcilliation therefore mi'""htbe attempted before the
case opens up for hearing. I..yview is that except in cases
of murder or manslaughter, all other cases, no matter what
the parties agree to pay to one another as compensation,
reconcilliation should be allowed. ~or this purpose, the
courts should encourage more reconcilliation, ihile doing so,
highli~ht the advantages of doing so, before the decide to
open up the c e for hearing.

"~ection 171 (1) of the Criminal Trocedure Code, refered,
provides as follows:

It shall be lawful for a Judge of the High Court or a
magistrate of subordinate court of first, second or third
class, to order any person convicted before him for an
offence to pay to the public or private prosecutor as the~ .
case may be such reasonable ~ as such Judge or
magistrate may seem fit in addition to any other penalty
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provided such costs do not exceed two thousand shillings
in case of High Court or five hundred shillings in case
of a subordinate court.

'.lhatcauses alarm in this s",ction is the limitation imposed
on the amount payable as costs. It can be said that this
amount was meant to apply when we started applying the
criminal Pror.edure Code. As such, as of today, the amount
should be for more than that in the provision since our
economy has risen so high. That two thousand shillings of
those days could be equivalent or something like twenty
thousand shillings of today. Therefore the sum in the

v ~.provision should be increased as time goes by ~ avo in
mind) ~\aking into consideration such matters as current
expences incurred or injury, pain and suffering caused the
complainant.

As far as anests &n insufficient grounds is concerned,
~ection 64 (1) of Civil rrocedure Code provides:

.here is any suit in which an arrest in attachment has
been effected, or a temporary injunction granted under
section 63 of this act -
(a) It appears to court that such arrest, attachment

or injunction was applied for on insufficient
grounds; or

(b) the suit of the Plaintiff fails and it appears to
the court that there was no reasonable or probable
ground for instituting the same,
the Defendant may apply to court, and the court
may upon such application award against the ?laintiff
by it's order, such amount not exceeding two
thousand shillings as it deems a reasonable
compensation to the Def' for the expense or injury
caused to him.
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.\gain the sum in manifestly inadequate and the question
of limitation of the same payable becomes paramount. As
~ said earlier, the amount was meant to apply at a
particular economic period that was totally different from
this one of today. This small amount causes the section
to fall into disuse. Additonally, the fact that if
compensation is awarded under it, no other sum can be sued
for, leaves this section unused.

When any innocent persons suffer any injury of this nature,
the court in consideri the amount payable should consider
amo~g others the pain suffered both physically and psycholo-
gically, any form of torture, social status, social embarass-
ment and any other inconviniences disclosed by any such person.
The amount payable should be increased so as to satisfy the
complainant and that which will leave as little bitterness as
possible that he might have heard in such an arrest.

The new Section (20)47(A) of Kenya bvidence Act introduced
in 1969 provides assistance in proceedine on a claim for
compensation of injury suffered. It provides as follows:

A final judgoent of a competent court in any criminal
proceedings which declares any person to be guilty of
a criminal offence shall often expiry of the time limited
for an appeal against such jUdgement or after the date
of the decision of any appeal therein, whichever is the
latest be taken as conclusive evidence that the person
so convicted was guilty of that offence as Charred.

This section was discussed at length in the case of 21\~oses
~hege V. Beth Njoki. In this case, the Plaintiff sued the
Defendant for civil damages for an assult allegedly committed
jointly with two others on him on the 9th February 1975.
The Defendant who had been convicted of unlawfully causing
grievious harm and was ultimately fined one thousand shillinGS
or six months in default now sought to deny the said assult.
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It was pointed out that she could not do so because of
section 47 A of Lenya ~vidence Act, infra. On the authori ty
of (22)rueens Cleaners V. East African Community and others,
the Defendant, having been convicted with two other persons
on the 25th June 1975 in criminal case (Nat robf 1235 of 1975)
is no estopped from denying the assuIt upon which that
conviction was based. I quote the following passage from
the judgement of Treve'~an, J.

" In my view, the expressi on "Conclusi ve Evidence" in
section 47 A means evidenoe vhi ch can.not be the
subject matter of dispute, qualification or challenge.
The word "Conclusive" has a number of meanings, such
as final, that closes the questio and decisive, and
in "!;hecontent of the section "Conclusive evidence"
is evidence of such a nature. It would therefore be
wrong to admit evidence to explain why a plea of
guiltY wC;s tendered for it and would at least go to
qualify df not to nullify what the legislative has
decreed shall be conclusive".

That decision is therefore as clear as anything can be, that
however much a court may feel that anybody whould not be shut
from areuing his case, whatever may have transpired in the
earlier proceedings, the sUbsiquent court is not entitled
to go behind the decision and enquire into the reasons for
conviction.

So in this case, the fact of the assult of which the
Defendant was found guilty, jOintly with others cannont now
be denied.

The meaning of the words "Conclusive evidence" was at
issue in the case of (23)Kev V. r.rottran,Simonds, J. did say:
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" I have no doubt that the words 'Conclus1 ve evidence'
mean what they say; that they are to be a liar to any
evidence being tendered to show that the st tements
in the minutes re not correct."

Accordingly the words in our statute admit of no doubt and
the foregoing lends further support to the finding of
Trevelyan, J., if such were needed; for sub-section 3 of
section 4 of our £vidence Pct provides that when one fact
is declared by law to be conclusive proof of another (and
I can see practical distinction have between cnnclusive
proof and conclusive evidence). The court shall, on proof
of the one fact, regard the other as proved; and shall not
allow evidence to b~ Eiven for the purpose of disproving it.

In those Circumstances, the Defendant may not give
evidence to ~~BU~ the contrary of what the criminal court
found against her, namely the assuIt on the Plaintiff.

PUBLIC :t I· O'IJLEDGEOE'RIGHT TO CIVIL DAMAGES.

It is clear that the system in Kenya is so British
that the assulted person has to start allover again to sue
the offender for damages. !\:oreoververy few people know
that they can open up a civil case for recovery of damages
after the offender is convicted. For others who may know,
they are afraid that the procedure of opening up a civil
case may be two expensive to follow or else the courts might
take so long before they finally award such dama~es. For other
who would wish to hire advocates the fee required by those
advocates, that has to be paid before an advocate can attend
to those proceedings is so high that few will afford.

It is in those circumstances that many offended people
will be left uncompensated for even after conviction of the
offenders. This is what I obsez-ved in Nyerl District
Mae;istrate courts, where I did my fourth term program.
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In the case of (24)R.V. Lawrence K. Zingori, a dispute
arose between the accused ahd the compainant who was the accused
brother's wife over a shaving machine. _he accused wanted
to use the machine which was at the material time in his
brother's house. He wanted the complainant to look for it
and give it to him to put it in use. Jhe refused to part
with the machine as her husband would have been furious with
her if she parted with it without his consent. There
followed a bitter exchange of words after which the accused
started beating the complainant.

Th~ complainant tried to flee for safety and the accused
took a piece of wood, threw it to the complainant and hit

rher on her forehead. She sustained a serious injury.,,:,r ------..
~The accused was ~harged before the court with common assult

/"contrary to sect~on 250 of the Penal Code. He pleaded guilty
~~and was fined three hundred shillings. The parties went
v ;f homer No civil case was ever opened up. That was the end

of the matter.

A similar case was that of (25)R V. Gakuru I'athenge,
where the accused and the complainant were brothers. ~he
two had long term land dispute which was settled by the clan
elders. The accused was distisatisfied with the award of the
elders and decided out of sheer malice, to take revenge in
inflicting harm against the complainant. He therefore
attacked the complainant with a panga. He inflicted a deep
cut on the compalinant's head.

The accused was arrested, brought to court and charged
with assult causing greavious bodily harm contrary to section
234 of Penal Code.

He pleaded guilty. Unfortunately the medical
examination form indicated the name of the accused instead
of the complainant as the one with a deep wound.
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Clearly this was a technical error and the learned
magistrate went ahead and acquitted the accused basing
his reasons of doing so on this error.

The complainant whose age appeared to be more than
sixty years old, went home. He never brought a civil suit
for recovery of damages.

The above two cases are ones that involved relatives.
The court should have shouldered the responsibility of t~ing
to reconcile the two conflicting parties and encourage
them to agree as to what award of damages each should pay to
the other. This the court failed to do, exemplifying a
serious weakness in our Kenyan courts. That is why it has

I \

been argued earlier that it4almost impossible to see the
courts as institutions that will bring about any form of
reconcilliation Reconcilliation can only be attempted
before the court open up the case for hearing.

In the case of (26)R.V. John Gakui and Another, the two
accused persons attacked and beat up the complainant who ~\.Jq
selling in a bar. The two were charged with assult causing
actual bodily harm contrary to section 251 of the Penal Code.
They were both convicted and each sentenced to three and a
half years imprisonment. mhey did not appeal. The complainant
did not file a civil suit for recovery of damagea.

One common featUre in these three cases is that the parties
were not legally represented. If they were, they would
have been adviced to open up a civil case. Since majority
of the people (complainants) ,can ~ot af ord,th~ fees of a

~t I c· l~Q..J '-t h lAo II •• 'legal councel in every court 0 repres t t interests
of the injured party when such matters as compensation or
compromise arise. Amcng other things, the councel should
advice the injured parties on their rights and claims in
courts.
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here was however one case where both parties decided
to come to a compromise in court. In the case of (27)~

rastus 1'.:wangi,the accused and the complainant were
schoolboys, over the age of eighteen years. They were
cousins. brief argQement arose between them. They

isagreed and one wanted to ficht with the other. The
complainant held himself together but the accused, whose fury
overpowered him pushed away the complainant. ~h(;!complainant
fell down, broke one of his teeth. The accused was charged
with assult causing greavious bodily harm contrary to section
234 of the Penal Code.

The parents of those young boys decided to compromise,
they begged the court to allow them to do so. The charge
was substituted for a lesser charge of common assult under
sections 75 - 79 of criminal Procedure Code so as to
reconcile under section 176 of Civil Procedure Code. The
parents of the accused agreed to shoulder the responsiblity of
replacing the broken tooth with a nother one.

This case illustrates the failer of the courts to do
their duty of encouraging parties to reconeile. This kind
of irresponsibility by the courts may be explained by the fact
that all the magistrates and the prosecution are interested
in seeing the accused suffer pain and humiliation. Time is

WnOB ripe for the courts to take seriously the interests
of the injured party.

OTHER OFFENCES.

There are several offences against morality that deserve
mention here. These include indecent assult on females,
rape, defilement of young girls and defilement of idiots.
These are cases where reconcilliation is impossible. The
offences are of a more serious nature.
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However if we look back to the old days, "'<'Iefind that
if a man committed such an offence with unmarried girl,
there was payment to the father of the victimised girl which
was followed by a religious ceremony to cleanse that evil.
There could also be mode such payments as of today. I would
also suggest that people who are guilty of such an offence
receive a heavier sentence than in those cases of assult.
~he reason here is that the person so convicted must suffer
for what he has done since on the other hand, the victim of
such offences may take so long to forget that such a thing
happened to them •

••hile awarding compensation to such injured parties,
regard should be had to the following among other things;
injJ1IT, pain and suff~g, mental torture. In case of
virgins, that they have been deflowered against their will.
That their feelings and pride have been w uded, their sDcial
and may be marital status have been dishonoured, for soCial------ --- - -embarassment and the scar of bitterness that may never heal.
All these considered together should call for a large sum
of compensation.

CAS S ..H RE CO PENSATION HAS BEEN AWARDED.

There are situations where there has been actual compensation.
In the case of (28)omunange V The Attorney General and Others,
the Plaintiff was assulted, imprisoned for three hours and
then maliciously prosecuted on a charge of creating a
disturbance. He was then acquitted. He brought a civil suit
for recovery of damages for assult, false imprisonment and
malicious prosecution. Under section 171 (2) of Criminal
rrocedure Code, it is quite in order for the lower courts
or the High Court to order payment of costs in such a case
as this one. The High Court awarded general damages at
four hundred shillings for assult, seven hundred shillings
for false imprisonment and ~vo thousnad shillings for.
malicious prosecution.
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imilary in the case of (29)Samson Ayiego V. Stephen
Kanyingi !aithaka, the two parties were at all times ~ltoni~
employees. The Plaintiff acted as a foreman and had a
number of workers under him including the Defendant. The
Defendant in work struck the Plaintiff with a metal bar
without reasonable cause of justification. The ~laintiff

eitariated and assulted the Defendant. The Defendant
"complained to the Police that the Plaintiff as suIted him.

The Plaintiff was arrested, placed in custody and charged
wi th assul t. He was acqui tted holding that there was no
case to answer.

The Plaintiff brought civil suit claiming damages for
assult which were awarded at one thousand five hundred shillings
for assult, two thousand shillings for malicious prosecution
one thousand five hundred shillings for false imprisonment
and one thousand five hundred and sixty seven shillings as
special damages.

In the case of (30)Ndungu Kamode V.R. a quarrel developed
between the complainant an elderly woman and the Defendant's
wife, where the Defendant came out with a hockey stick and hit
the complainant causing injury to her. She sued the Defendant
for damages and the trial Judge awarded four thousand five
hundred shillings as general damages and one thousand seven
hundred and fourty shillings as special damages.

On appeal it was held that damages would not be reduced
when it is not shown that the assesment appealed against was
based on any error in principle or that it was so clearly
errornous that it should be attered.

These three cases show that compensation can only be
recovered through civil suits. I do not see any justification
for restricting compensation to this procedure.v 'here is no
need of hearing a single case in two different ~~ ,in
one version it is criminal and in another version it is civil
yet the same parties will be involved and ~ the same facts.
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I suggest that the matter be settled by the court once and
for all.

he provision to ection 171 (1) of Criminal Procedure
Code should be effectively applied and refered to often so
as to allow the courts to order compensation after the case
i settled. he current system where there is a day for a
cri nal case and a second day for a civil one has proved
both expensive and waste of time. Bearing in mind how many
cases are pending in our courts, it's true that a lot of
time is needed to hear them all. Most of all because the
two proceedings are mpstly in two different courts, the sepe-
rate steps system leaves alot of people ignorant of their
riCht to compensation. I strongly urge the courts to
seriously consider the questio~ of compensation immediately
after conviction of any person for an~crime against a person.

nother consideration is that, previously there has been
cases where the accused has been acquitted on technical
grounds. Time is now ripe for the courts to stop following
blindly this kind of approach. Each case must be decided
on it's own merits and where need be the blame be balanced
between both the complainant and the accused persons.
Only in this way will punishment imposed to an accused person
adequately compensate the agrrieved person.

It can therefore be said that the system in Kenya has
failed in tttal to consider the interests of the aggrieved
party. This is so ~ as we look at our Kenyan evidence act
which is seen as the criminal's principle defender in
comparison to the range of evidence permitted in the customary
courts. It normally restricts witnesses on what they can
say which the criminals appreciate very much. 1hey also
appreciate being tried in localities other than where they
reside or where the crime was committed. The imported
criminal procedure is very simpathetic to the criminal.

I
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Criminals go free because of procedural technicalities.

It appears therefore that the imported British model
was unfit to the African environment. It should not be abandonee
wholly but there is need for imagination and adaptation.
Kenya should be open minded and be prepared to adopt useful
approaches from other countries and improvise within the
present limitations. Thus those who will deal with this
task,
(31) "must be 1/ino~ators studying ways in which the country can

" . bo'l V0 v ....I .'get the best not only by ~ °deas but by
\"-grafting methods from tradi tional mod ee of living"

Our system has therefore failed to compensate adequately the
offended persons. ~he offended person has only be.used as
an instrument of exposing law breakers to the hands at the
state. Cnce the offender get their due; the offended is
forgotten unless he is aware of opening up another civil suit.

The court must use all possible means of ensuring that
the offended persons are adequately compensated fortin the
next chapter. I will indicate how best the offended can be
compensated-••
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CRA T R IV

C

The reasons why the British Colonialists introduced and
applied British law can be sumarised as follows:-

To help the British colonial government achieve it's
imperialist purpose and not to administer justice as
seen by the Kenyan )eoPle (1)
To accomplish the(2 civilizing mission. Racism took
the form of seeing the process of civilization" of
man moving from African stage via the muslim stage
to the European way of life, which racism involved
virtually all the actions of the Judges, Chief adminis-
trators and governors who were powered to make law
for Kenyans from (3)1897 to 1906 and again in 1902.(4)

But of all this; (5)Lord Lugard had this to warn his
counterparts:-

Ie should abadon the idea that methods and policies
found suitable to ourselves are necessary the best
suited to the ancient civilizations of the East and to
the evolution of African tribes. The pre-dominant,
characteristics of the English speaking races are
indi vidual ini tiative, willingness to accept responsibi-
lity and believe in the value of compromise in the
settlement of affairs without strict adherence to
lo~ic. From these characteristics have sprung our
systems of representative government through Parliaments.
fie ~ prone to assume that our methods of government,
our religious formulae, our systems of education, the
lessons of our history, our appraissment of the degrees
of criminality and our codes of punishment because we
have proved them best for ourselves, must be best for
all the world.
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It may be so in the far future but the attempt to
bridge the centuries without adequate study of other
mentalities, traditions and beliefs is more likely
to lead to failer than success.

Despite this sound warning, the colonial goverr~ent expressly
provided that the application of English penal laws was to
be in confirm1 ty wi th English interpreta.tion. aJection 3 of
the Penal Code reads as follows:

"Thi s code shall be interpreted in accordance wi th the
principles of legal interpretation ob.taining in
England and expressions used in it shall be presumed,=
so far as is consistent with their context and except as
may be otherwise expressly provided, to be used with
the meaning attaching to them in English criminal law
and shall be construed in accordance therewith."

Similarly Section 261 of (7)criminal procedure code provides
as follows:

ItThepractice of the High Court in it's criminal
jurisdiction shall be assimilated as nearly as
circumstances will admi t to the practice of Her :Majesty' s
High Court of justice, in it's criminal jurisdiction
and of courts of Qyer and Terminer and General Gaol
Delivery in England."

This means that application of penal laws was to be accordance
with British Jurisdiction. The case of Gwao Bin Kilimo V.
Kisunda Bin Ifut1 illustrates this fact.

I

In this case, the questions to be decided by the High
Court were whether there was any native law in Turu tribe
which allowed the seizure of a father's property in
compensation for a wrong done by his son. If so was this
law one by which in accordance with terms of article 24 pf
Tanganyika Order in Council 1920, a British court may and
should be properly guided.
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It was held that even if there was a customary law that
required the father to meet the wrongful action of his son,
this wa against British jurisdiction, repugnant to justice and
morality and therefore inconsistent with the British rules.

I
The above sections indicate also that approaches such as

the application of case method was to be adopted.

Kenya is in a period of rapid transformation. dhe
needs a dynamic approach to law, keeping in mind a certain
degree of stability and certainity. Application of case
method for instance, means that the Judge has to ~efer to
cases far away not only in time but in space as well. He
frequently decides modern Kenyan cases on the basis of old
precendents. This in Kenya makes it difficult to realise
that law is a product of a given society. It makes it
impossible to show the people that law is not something
aad blin but it is part o~ their culture and one of their
weapons i~ their efforts to achieve their aims.

(9)"In these far of lands the p ople must have a law
which they respect •••"

Statutes that we use embody the law as it existed in
Lngland prior to a c rtain date. Moreover they are drafted
in .J.!.nglishtradition and Lnglish drafting means d.rafting
in traditions of a country which is accustomed to case law
approach: giving all the details and refraining from broad
principles or orientation from legal policy. This kind of
drafting conserves the case approach in a modern form and
doesn't help the arbites to become a social engineer when
fulfilling his duty as abiter.

It is suggested that the codification of broad rules
concerning punisl~ent and compensation, and in general rules
governing the conduct of citizens and of organizations, might
s rve a a begining for a slow transformation in the methods
of making and administering the law and for a slow convergence
of the customary law and present law dealing with punishment
and compensation.
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3uch rules could be found both in customary law regulating
corporation in the community and in the codified legal
system as well.

This codification might have to combine modernization
with preservation of what can survive from the traditional
legal concepts and solutions, .Such a code or codes would of
course be binding but as they would in the begining only
contain broad rules, the old ways and means of the method of
precendents could be carried on within the limits of the code.
The rules laid down there would prevail where the application
of a precendent would own counter to the rule and the same
could be the solution in respect of customary law.

This no doubt might cause some .Q.R Ucertaini ty in the
begining but does the precendent system in itself not cause
a great amount of uncertaini ty' This kind of uncertaini ty
could serve social development and could have as a considera-
tion the fact that the courts would be obliged by law to carry
out the legal policy laid down by the legislative body, to
enforce the conduct re~lired from citizens and organizations
in Kenya. 'hat the courts may lose in this affair, they
might egain if this kind of codification were supplemented

"'-by reforms in the administration of justice which would
empower and oblige the supreme court to analyse the practice

.of all the courts and to inplement these principles.

In current implementation the court practice could be
adapted by the High Court to changing conditions and more
detailed rules may emerge which ultimately could lead to a
more detailed codification. Meanwhile members of the legal
profesion could organize seminars where the Judges, magistrates,
advocates etc could prinde ideas and discussions for the
purpose of working on new methods discussing the main
methodological and substantial problems of the creative
implementation of broad codes. :\jrI(i>

or ~r.\
.•~\ ':)\\ '( \\'i

\..\.It
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A legal research centre could provide for materials,
translations, analysis concerning problems of drafting and
interpretation in the partly new situation. rhe law faculty
could adapt itself to the changing methods and develope
legal education also in partly new directions becoming more
national than it is now.

The next step would be drafting of more detailed codes
on the basis of experience gained by the High Court in the
first phase. This would further reduce the field of operation
of the old style case law method and where conditions are
ripe for it, customary law. Perhaps by this method the
above mentioned contradiction might be 'solved step by step.

It is true, we can't go back to customary mode of
compensation. In our modern Kenyan circumstances and
social economic conditions dictate otherwise. But we must
refrain from looking towards "estern way .of punishment
and compensation ie attempt to curb crime. e must return
to resti tution or compensation. v .J,eknow that demographic
explosion and the necessity of Vuhanisation and
industrialisation are creating new and spectacular changes
in the very structure of Kenya and the production at a much
faster pace is necessary; but with all this development,
crime increases rapidly. The education of the young people
in Kenya has often had the direct effect of decreasing
parantal ca e and authority. Farants are at times afraid
of their own children. here must be a sharp t rn in daily
teaching in th schools.

There is no simple coming back to old days. A flour
mill can't be moved by an empty river. There is no coming
back. either to certain forms of brutality; cutting hands or
ears, harsh and brutal corporal punishment. But there is an
urgent need to come back to restitution. ~lo~ging, legal
killing imprisonment and payment of fines is not restitution.
~hat is needed is restitution in kind through an overhauled
penal system in which institutions become productive.
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In our country one hears of the word "collection" and
it's a good word. But the program of "correction" is
largely inadequate if there is no material restitution
because restitution is based on the fundamental moral
nature of man even if this has disappeared in the hardened
criminal or gangster of "rIurder Lric'",

It is to be observed that 1f customary law were to be
applied today, it would be subject to moderilization. r'l:ore-
over today only the ol~er men in many communities retain
any extensive knowledge of customary law. The use of studies
carried out by social scientists when published may be
utilized by the courts in ascertaining the content of
customary law rules.

hcceptance ~y the courts, of studies of customary law
done by lawyers or perhaps by social scientists who aren't
lawyers come close to equating such books functionary to
statutes or judicial decisions as authoritative sources of
law. Kenya has legislation broad enough in it's terms to
authorise the courts to utilise text books and other
documents in ascertaining customary law. ~he relevant
sections are 33(d), 41, 54 and 60(2) of (lO)Kenya Evidence
Act.
uection 33 (d) states

"~hen the statement gives the opinion of any such
Iperson as to the existence of any public right or

custom or matter of public or general interest, of the
existence of which, if it existed he would have been
likely to be aware, and when such statement was made
before any controversy as to such right, custom or
matter had arisen."
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~ection 41 provides as follovs

" ~hen the court has to form an op~mon as to a law of
any co ntry, any statement of such law contained in a
hook purporting to be printed or published under the
authority of the government of such country and to
contain any such law, and any report of a ruling of
the courts of such country contained in a book
purporting to be a report of such ruling, is
admi ssible."

Jection 54 stipulates as follows:
"nhenever the opinion of any living person is admi ssible,

the grounds on which such opinion is based are also
admissible. "

3ection 60 (2) reads as follows:
"In all cases within subsection (1) of this section and

also on all matters of public History, literature,
science or art, the court may result for it's aid to
appropriate books or documents of reference."

As all the Judres in (ll)Kimani V. Gik~nga recognized, it
is appropriate for a court either on submission of a party
or on the courts own initiative to hear oral statements on
the content of customary law rules. But what are the
necessary or appropriat qualifications of the persons
presenting such statements and what eight is to be ,iven to
them by the courts?

IOn answering the foregoing question, it is necessary
to distinguish the role of witnessess and assessors. Jection
48 of Kenya evidence Act, which deals wi th evidence in form
of opinion of experts doesn't contain any reference to
customary law. On the other hand Section 51 reads as
follows:
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" hen the court has to form an opinion as to the
istence of any general custom or right the opinion

as to the existence of such custom or right of persons
who would be likely to know of it's existence if it
existed are admissible,"

Thus opinion relating to custom and riehts" makes admissible
the opinions of persons who would be likely to know of the
existence of the asserted general custom or right.

jection 52 also provides that
" hen the court has to form an opinion as to -

(a) the usages and tenets of any association, body of
men or family; or •••
the opinions of person having special means of
knowledge thereon are admissible."

Thus this section renders adm1s ible "the opinions of persons
having special means of kno~edge" pf the usages and tenets of
any association of body of men or family.

Since these two sections are carefully delimited from
that dealing with expert testimony, the implication a pears
to be that witnesses testify on the content of customary law
rules would not have to be qualified as experts in the
conventional way. Of course the court may enquire into the
qualifications of witnesses and probably should do so on
it's own initiative.

I t is wi thin this framework that I feel that it's is
possible to establish customary law courts which will deal
wi th among others, punishment and compensation in Kenya. I
suggest that such courts be established at Division 1 and
District levels.
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In such courts, it is possible that the litigants
will rarely speak about the law; they will address themselves
to "facts" leaving it to court to decide whether these

"facts" disclose a cause of action and what the appropriate
remedy should be •

.10reover these customary law courts will be concerned
with social relationships rather than law puzzle. lhe
customary courts will thus deal with patterns of right doing
and ~rong doing within the context of a gtven social relation-
ship rather than the enforcement of speci~ egal ri~hts and
duti es ,

In cases where litigants are from two tribes, the result
may be the development of an urban common law growing out of
customary laws. In shifting gear to a new understanding of
customary law in the urban context, we are helped by (12)Lon
Fuller's refreshing observations on the concept of customary
law. He argues that the phenomenon celled customary law "can
best be desJribed as a language of interraction!'. I t originates
in social interraction and serves the purpose of organising
and fascilitating interraction. Thus not only can customary
law be seen to have social context by which it is shaped and
which it helps to shape. But it can be seen as a phenomenon
which is not peculiar to traditional societies.

The actual and potential role of customary courts and
customary law in the urban setting relates to what (13)Herskovits
calls the process of"reiterpretation" I'hereby"sanctions and
val es o( a given tradition under contact with another and
applied to new forms, combining and recombining until
syncretisms develope that rework them into meaningful, well
functioning conventions."

The urban customary courts may play a role in interpreting
the standards and norms they are expected to follow in their
new environment.
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No doubt these types of customary courts may be better
suited to solutions of certain problems relating to purdsh-
ment and compensation than the magistrate's courts or even
the High court. These kinds of courts will be more
acceptable and applicable than those set on the 'destern model.

he question as to what is custom mqy arise. In addition
to what is discussed in chapter two, the question may also
be ans~ered by the following decision of why custom should
be recognized and acted upon.
Innes O.J. in (14)ocall ghan V. Chaplain

"It is the duty of a court - especially of an appellate
tribunal - so to administer a living system as to
ensure - without the sacrifice of fundamental principles -
that it shall adapt itself to the changing conditions
of the time and it mqy be necessary sometimes to modify
or even to discard doctrines which name have become
ou twork".

It is in this light that we have to refer again the
jUdicJture act which has already been refered to in chapter
two. Under the old colonial system, the African courts were
required to (15)"administer and enforce African customary
law •••" Under the new system, all courts are required to
"be guided by African customary law in civil cases in which
one or more of the parties is subject to it or affected by
it •••"

The prov~s~on that the courts shall be guided rather
than apply or administer, customary law confers the same
discretion on all courts to depart from the rules of
customary law. The courts already have discretion to declain
to be guided by customary law if it is repugnant to justice
or morality whatever the merits of that provision, a
considerable change is reqUired.
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The section should be ended, words "Justice and ,Iorality"
be deleted, and the courts to administer and enforce"
Customary laws as opposed to be "guided".

But what will be the legal, basis of application of
customary law in our todays urban customary law courts?
Section (16)82 (4)(c) provides as follows:-

No law shall make any provision that is discriminatory
either of itself or in it's effect

(c)for the application in the case of members of a particular
race or tribe of customary law with respect to any matter
to the exclusion of any law with respect to that matter
which is applicable in the case of other persons;"

This means that customary law has been put at for with all
the other laws and therefore should be administered and
enforced in the manner described earlier on.

As for compensation, the courts can't be expected to
apply) the rules as they were in the old days. No number of
goats or bulls is to be required. These have disappeared
from our society. Neither shall we exchange people to fill
the gaps of those who become victims of murder. For shall
we require that direct compensation be made by persons who
can't afford to pay directly. 1.le will not either let go
free the offenders or even let those offenders go away without
realising that they have done wrong and must

jJe therefore will not do away wi th prisons. Trisons
should be turned into prodictive institutions. Through them,
we can creat National Insurance Fund s for resti tuta on by
criminals to their victims, habours in prisons can be turned
into productive channels. A program of institutional labour
can be developed which alters the very nature of Lmpr-t.aonmerrt
in certain of it's features.
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For all offenders, prison treatment must perforce
continue. But all p~isons should be turned into productive

vinstitutions where anthentic and uplifting labour is
performed. Eor that purpose, the first step is to diversifY
p isons into va_ious productive channels; factories of all
kinds, {orkshops for specialized labour, agricultutal
undertakings etc. In order to do so, a national approach
must be made to trade unions so that they firstly admi t that
such lines of national production are ear marked for
prison labour and then supervise this labour so as to bring
it within the rules they have imposed for such labour in
the outside world.

Once trade union rules .are accepted in prison abour and
proper equipment of prison factories is available, the full
progr~nme of labour apprenticeship and full gratification
become possible and it can be as diversified as outside
labour. This means that there will be no lack of employment
.bn release of such individuals.

But then the profits of such institutions should be trea-
ted in uch a way that they fulfil a three fold purpose;

they must assure that administration costs are met;
they then must help to provide a means of living for
the family of the inmate who suffers more than he oes;
and they must be used to buil up the Tational Insurance
Funds suggested.

11 this is no wishful thinking. I t can be made a reali ty
if Kenya keeps her eyes fixed on "resti tution" as the lever
of an enlightened penal policy and the lever of rehabilita-
tion in the offender who knows he is doing something to
repair the damage done.
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For such a plan, it is necessary to consider crime as
a social disease, which peeds social ways of countermacting

v:
it not only in the culp.t, but also for the welfare of his~
victims. vie propose the establishment of National Insurallce
Funds which will be maintained mainly by the product of
labour inside prisons and similar institutions. ~risons
rightly concieved can be productive, Ko person injured by a
criminal would normally expect to be helped by direct
restitution from the criminal. But the impersonal state can
be the means of indirect compensation.

r'
_'Ie insist that Kenya does not need to conti;.e copying

the _/estern world in it's failers. Resti tution is an
African living concept which can be used to spectacular
effect if it is made the centre of penal and penitertiary
policy.

CCFCLU3ICN

It has been indicated with certainity why we should
punish. uhether punishment can be seen as a reaction of
passion or as a work of vengeance, one thing remains clear.
We punish in sociological sense and in customary way so as
to restore social eq ilibrium; to bring back to normal what
was disturbed and to heal the wound that was inflicted. ~~ .

V~ .>e..~~ ~~ J d-c~ \:;;,-vA. ·I~ -\-yc<e~ ~ vvult.ocLeV lA ~ O-fipL1
In a small group of people, in an b~e~~nity,

in a highly centralized nation, people will express their
desires and hopes in dif:'erent ways. They will react differen-
tly to various things. 30me will love others, some will hate
others, some will fight others and few will kill others.
There will always be offenders and offended. Justice requires
that the interests of both offenders and offended be
protected.
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1his is how it should work. ~or the offenders, to
be shown that they have done wrong, that they must
recorrent themselves and nedress the wrong they have
done. They must therefore compensate the offended
persons. It's for this reason that the old customary
ways of punishment and compensation should be revived and
applied as close as possible even in our modern social
economic conditions.

Likewise the colonial and post colonial practice of
treating offenders should die out. We should not punish for
the purpose of inflicting pain and humiliating offenders.
I,Ianyof the rules for instance in area of evidence which
are strange to African mind should also die out. !:any
of the rules and regulations which form part of the
paraphernalia of administration in a highly organized
state and which are in our opinion unreasonable and irksome
restrictions on our liberty should also die;

Cne thing we should do look back in old days research
into the law, propose for reform and apply those reforms
in on present society.

I f there is to be any connection between rational
Unity, economic development and law reform, then law
reform should be regarded as a high and continued priority.
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